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Feature

Using wiki technology in a credit library 
course, the authors created an online ex-
hibit for students’ research entitled the 
Digital Archive. The purpose of the Digital 
Archive is to showcase students’ final proj-
ects from the course and to demonstrate 
research skills developed during the se-
mester. It is an ongoing and evolving en-
deavor between students and instructors, 
and it will continue as a source of scholarly 
communication. The authors discuss the 
use of wiki technology, students’ reactions, 
and lessons learned. Derived from student 
surveys, course evaluations, and instructor 
observations, the authors also present an 
assessment of the usefulness and effective-
ness of using wiki technology to showcase 
coursework.

T he University at Buffalo’s (UB’s) 
Arts and Sciences Libraries of-
fers the semester-long, cred-
it-bearing course ULC-257: 

Introduction to Library Research Meth-
ods. The course attracts students from 
their freshman through their senior 
years and from widely diverse academic 
disciplines. Teaching ULC-257 is an 
increasingly popular and effective way 
for instruction librarians to integrate 
themselves into educational curricula 
and to continue the advancement of 
information literacy on campus. Li-
brarians teaching this course have the 

opportunity to use more creative, effec-
tive, and research-proven instructional 
methods than they are accustomed to 
using for traditional one-shot library 
instruction classes. 

The course is designed to introduce 
students to the research process and 
also to library information sources at 
UB. Objectives for the course include 
the following:

n	 Students will become effective and 
efficient researchers and library us-
ers. 

n	 Students will hone their abilities to 
analyze and critically evaluate infor-
mation.

n	 Students will develop the skills nec-
essary for becoming information 
savvy and for becoming lifelong 
learners.1

The ULC-257 course has been of-
fered since the fall semester of 2003. 
The structure and content of the course, 
however, have changed only incremen-
tally since its inception. The authors felt 
it was necessary to revise and revitalize 
ULC-257, and they began that process 
prior to the spring semester of 2008. 
Placing more emphasis on the students’ 
final research projects was central to 
all of the changes implemented. His-
torically, each librarian teaching the 
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course suffuses their own creative ideas into the 
final project, though the basic template of it has 
remained unchanged. Details of the final project 
are provided later.

For the spring semester of 2008, the authors 
seized the opportunity to employ an emerging 
technology that would revitalize the course and, 
in particular, the final project. The intent of em-
ploying a new technology would be to address 
students’ educational expectations and also meet 
their diverse and increasingly sophisticated learn-
ing styles. For reasons discussed below, the authors 
opted to create an online showcase of students’ 
final research projects using wiki technology, and 
they named it the ULC-257 Digital Archive. 

LiTeRATuRe ReVieW
The literature is increasingly populated by works 
about the professional use of Internet-based com-
munication tools. As a suite, these tools are com-
monly referred to as Web 2.0 applications, and 
they include blogs, podcasts, social networking 
spaces, and wikis. Together, the innovative nature 
of these applications and their popularity among 
students provide unique opportunities for library 
use, especially for teaching and learning. Ragains 
writes, “It seems incumbent on instructional li-
brarians to use Web 2.0 effectively in educating 
students.”2

Pedagogical literature from various disciplines 
provides a modest, though growing, body of evi-
dence that wikis in particular are being used for 
creative teaching and learning activities. Still, 
Achterman writes, “The potential for wikis as 
an educational tool remains largely untapped.”3 
Elgort et al. discuss this shortcoming and assert, 
“Research that addresses pedagogical benefits and 
pitfalls of using wikis as a collaborative learning 
tool . . . are still rather limited.”4

The opportunities provided by wikis are mani-
fold. Lamb lists the features of wiki technology that 
facilitate creative teaching and learning:

n	 They provide an opportunity to share unique 
information.

n	 They are collaborative.
n	 They allow for open editing.
n	 They do not require sophisticated coding.
n	 They are ever-evolving.5

Their collaborative nature is most often cited 
as the primary reason for adopting wikis. From 
library literature, Allan discusses the use of wikis 
for “sharing information and new experiences” 
gained during library instruction sessions, and also 

for the collaborative “creation of general library in-
formation handouts and subject-specific resource 
guides.”6 Baldwin suggests the usefulness of wikis 
for librarians to share instructional resources.7 Still, 
library literature provides little evidence in terms 
of wikis and collaborative teaching and learning. 
From educational literature, Parker and Chao de-
scribe the wiki as a “collaboration tool that can be 
used to engage students in learning with others 
within a collaborative environment.”8 Beldarrain 
expounds, “Instructional design frameworks must 
be adapted to purposely integrate student interac-
tion using technology tools. This requires using 
flexible models that allow designers to begin at any 
given point in the process, anchoring the use of 
technology on collaborative instructional strategies 
that lead the student toward achieving the desired 
learning outcomes.”9 

Skiba touts wikis for enabling students to 
transmit knowledge, collaborate in the creation 
of new knowledge, and become subject matter 
experts.10 Matthies et al. refer to this as collabora-
tive discovery learning: “Discovery learning takes 
place most notably in problem solving situations 
where the student draws on his/her own experi-
ence and prior knowledge to discover the truths 
that are to be learned.”11 Traditionally, this concept 
is associated with constructivist learning theory, 
which holds that learning is a personal, internal 
process. Beldarrain writes, “The versatility of social 
software and other collaboration tools available 
today support constructivist environments that 
seek to motivate, cultivate, and meet the needs 
of the 21st-century learner.”12 However, Matthies 
et al. assert that “wikis have the ability to make 
this process very interpersonal, collaborative, and 
dynamic.”13 

The flexibility of wiki technology is put forth as 
a unique and useful feature. McPherson explains, 
“Students can use wikis to insert music, graphics, 
video, and photos in their writing and to com-
municate meanings that were once inaccessible or 
not fully expressed through the printed word.”14 
Additionally, the ability for students and instruc-
tors to track progress of wiki projects is touted. 
Achterman describes this function: 

Wikis have a “History” option that allows 
users to view each change that has been 
made to an entry since its creation. This 
makes it possible for the teacher-librarian 
and classroom teacher to chart progress and 
identify places in the learning process that 
require more or less intervention—a useful 
feedback tool in instructional design.15
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The notion of wikis and authorship is often 
discussed. Yan asserts, “Teachers who want their 
students to be able to work together in an online 
publishing environment and need collaborative 
editing tools for students look to the wiki.”16 He 
continues: “Giving students the ability to share 
their work in this way transforms them into au-
thors and publishers.”17 Building on this, McPher-
son writes, “Knowing that real people will be 
reading and possibly responding to their writing 
is often the impetus to motivate students to write 
with much more enthusiasm than they would 
when composing traditional research essays, in 
which the classroom teacher or teacher-librarian 
is the only audience.”18 

The ongoing nature of wiki publications is 
also discussed. Raman et al. suggest that, once 
a wiki has been created, it will continue, and it 
can be built upon as a knowledge repository.19 
Beldarrain continues: “Wikis are thought to be 
more permanent and serious than blogs and may 
serve as repositories of knowledge.”20 Matthies 
et al. describe their experience building a wiki 
as a “virtual repository of student work.”21 Lamb 
and Johnson elaborate on the possibilities of wiki 
publications as electronic portfolios, portals, or 
resource aggregators.22 Zazzau presents the use of 
wiki technology in a credit library course, allow-
ing students to work in teams and then to publish 
their coursework.23 This continues the trend of 
using wikis for student collaboration and group 
publishing. 

The authors of the present paper considered 
all of the above when adopting wiki technology 
to create the Digital Archive for the credit library 
course they teach. The student–student collabora-
tive aspect was changed to a model of instructor–
student collaboration. The Digital Archive was 
created as a showcase for students’ final projects 
and also as an ongoing source of scholarly com-
munication.

THe FinAL PRojeCT on THe uLC-257 
DigiTAL ARCHiVe

The Final Project
The redesigned final project in ULC-257 is an 
annotated bibliography, supplemented by a short 
classroom presentation, on a topic of the student’s 
choosing but also subject to the instructor’s ap-
proval. Students must compile a fifteen source 
bibliography in MLA style. The sources specified 
must include a primary source, a print and elec-
tronic reference source, two reputable websites, 
three books, two peer-reviewed journal articles, 

one newspaper article, another periodical article, 
and four other sources of the student’s choosing. 
Students also have to include a thesis statement 
and a list of relevant core concepts, or keywords, 
for their topics. All of the information has to be 
placed on the student’s individual project page 
within the Digital Archive. 

Technology Selection
The authors considered a variety of Web 2.0 ap-
plications for the final project, and then narrowed 
the options down to blogs and wikis. Both tools 
have the potential to manage course content in a 
manner consistent with the authors’ goals for the 
final project. Blogs in particular are popular with 
students, though several factors influenced the au-
thors’ decision to use wiki technology instead. 

Individual blog postings are presented in a 
simple, chronological order, while wiki content 
is collaborative; the material displays in a manner 
that gives equal importance to each contributor. 
While the “comments” feature of a blog does al-
low for discourse between a student and his or 
her classmates, a wiki reflects each student’s con-
tribution to a class endeavor in a more meaning-
ful way. A wiki tracks changes to content through 
the “history” feature, allowing the instructor to 
chart progress on a project, and it also facilitates 
interaction between the student and the instruc-
tor. The authors believed that adopting a wiki for 
the ULC-257 final project would not only benefit 
students by introducing new technology into the 
curriculum, but it would also act as an archive of 
class achievement in the form of permanent pub-
lication. Given their vision of the final project, the 
authors decided that a wiki would function best 
as the showcase for which the Digital Archive was 
conceived.

After considering the selection of free wikis 
available on the Web, the authors chose DokuWiki 
for the Digital Archive; at the time, DokuWikis 
were already in use on the UB Libraries website. 
UB Libraries’ Web manager assisted in creating a 
branded template that coordinated with the design 
of other library pages. 

The ULC-257 Digital Archive
Prior to the spring semester of 2008, the authors 
began developing the Digital Archive. They de-
signed it to be inviting to both students and other 
researchers. An introduction welcomes users to 
the wiki, provides some history, and states the 
intended purpose of the project: 
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The Digital Archive is an online exhibit of 
research projects from the course, ULC-257: 
Library Research Methods. The purpose of 
the Digital Archive is to showcase students’ 
final projects from the course and to dem-
onstrate research skills developed during 
the semester.

Created by course instructors [the authors], 
the Digital Archive was launched during the 
spring semester of 2008. It is an ongoing 
and evolving endeavor between ULC-257 
students and instructors, and it will continue 
as a source of scholarly communication.24

There are links on the introductory page to a 
basic template and also to a model of a completed 
final project. The basic template provides the skel-
etal structure of the annotated bibliography that 
students are expected to compile. The authors 
created the model page to demonstrate how the 
completed final project should appear. Links to 
specific academic semesters, which connect users 
to featured student projects, appear below.

Revised Course Structure
Course syllabi for both sections of ULC-257 taught 
by the authors were modified to integrate the Digi-
tal Archive into students’ course work, including 
homework, assigned readings, and class lectures 
and activities. Previously, homework assignments 
simply required that students locate materials 
relevant to course modules (e.g., finding peer-
reviewed journal articles, identifying primary ma-
terials, distinguishing between print and electronic 
reference sources, etc). The authors redesigned the 
assignments so that retrieved materials would be 
relevant to students’ final project topics. Students 
would later post citations and annotations for those 
materials on their page within the Digital Archive. 
Thus completed coursework would gradually ac-
cumulate throughout the semester, and, once stu-
dents were introduced to the wiki, materials would 
be ready for their individual pages.

About halfway through the semester, one full 
class was devoted to teaching students about wiki 
technology. The authors impressed upon the stu-
dents that this class was essential to attend in order 
to complete their final projects. During this class, 
the authors introduced the students to the Digital 
Archive, and the students were assisted in creating 
their own project pages. Subsequently, the stu-
dents received a homework assignment in which 
they were required to locate a reputable website 
about their topic and place a citation to it on the 

wiki. The authors used the results of this home-
work assignment to gauge whether or not students’ 
required additional bibliographic or technical as-
sistance. For the remainder of the semester, stu-
dents were responsible for developing the content 
of their annotated bibliographies, and completed 
projects were due on the last day of class. The in-
structors were able to monitor students’ progress 
as they developed their pages on the wiki. 

Given that the wiki is publicly viewable, the 
authors used the written consent form below to 
obtain students’ permission for their final projects 
to be exhibited online in the ULC-257 Digital 
Archive:

I,     , agree to 
allow my ULC-257 Final Project to be ex-
hibited online in the ULC-257 Digital Ar-
chive. I understand my work may also be 
archived and removed from public viewing 
at the discretion of the course instructors 
and Digital Archive administrators.

Signed:    Date:         

The authors decided to include the archival 
and removal disclaimer so that projects remaining 
on the Digital Archive beyond the semester were 
deemed to be of high scholarly caliber and worthy 
of ongoing exhibition. In addition, the remaining 
projects would be models for future students and 
other researchers. To maintain the integrity of the 
Digital Archive, the authors felt strongly the need 
to remove projects that were incomplete, con-
tained inaccurate citations, or poorly crafted an-
notations. For students with high-quality projects, 
the result would be a permanent, publicly available 
publication that they could take pride in and point 
to in graduate school or employment applications. 
The authors hoped this would provide an impe-
tus for students to present their work in the best 
manner possible. Issues of privacy were discussed 
thoroughly with students prior to them signing 
the written consent form. All but one student, 
from both sections of the course, readily signed 
the consent form and agreed to have their work 
publically viewable on the wiki. 

CouRSe ouTComeS
To track students’ mastery of course material and 
their use of the wiki, the authors administered pre– 
and posttests. The authors also asked students to 
complete a voluntary Digital Archive feedback 
form, describing in detail their experience with 
and impressions of the wiki. The authors also con-
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sulted university-administered course evaluations 
to obtain a sense of student experiences during the 
semester, with particular attention to the Digital 
Archive project. The original intent of the Digital 
Archive was to leverage educational technology to 
enhance student learning and to increase student 
awareness of the importance of libraries to their 
educational experience. Using the instruments cit-
ed previously, the authors hoped to assess student 
learning and awareness in a measurable way.

The pretest was a ten-question assessment to 
gauge the level of students’ library research skills 
before coursework was introduced (see appendix 
A). The combined average score for both sections 
of the course was 67 percent correct. Two addi-
tional opinion questions were posed relating to 
students’ perceptions of the importance of librar-
ies and library instruction in the current academic 
environment. Students overwhelmingly indicated 
that library instruction should be a mandatory part 
of their early educational curricula. Results were 
mixed, however, when queried about the relevance 
of libraries with the advent of Web searching tools. 
A total of 41 percent of the students from both 
sections of the course indicated their belief that 
libraries are becoming obsolete. 

The posttest (see appendix B) was a ten-
question assessment administered during the last 
week of classes. The authors deemed the quality 
of the completed Digital Archive pages to be an 
appropriate evaluation of the research skills stu-
dents’ developed over the course of the semester, 
and that is further addressed later. For this reason, 
the authors created the posttest to assess student 
perceptions of the research skills they acquired in 
ULC-257, the usefulness of the course itself, and 
their awareness of the importance of libraries to 
their educational experience. The authors believed 
that using the wiki in the course would affect all of 
these factors. Every student from both sections of 
the course responded that, after completing ULC-
257, their research skills were either a little better 
or much better than before. Most students (91 
percent) described their resulting level of library 
research expertise as either slightly above aver-
age or advanced. A total of 71 percent of students 
indicated their belief that there is more to library 
research than they thought prior to taking the 
course. Every student described the importance of 
academic libraries to students in the future as more 
important than today or very important.

The remaining posttest questions asked stu-
dents for their observations of the ULC-257 
course’s content and structure. Most students (85 
percent) from both sections of the course answered 
that, since completing ULC-257, their idea of con-

ducting research in the library had changed. Every 
student indicated that they would recommend the 
course to other students, that the course would be 
useful to new or freshman students, that the course 
can help prepare students for their academic ca-
reers, that research skills learned in the course can 
be applied to different academic disciplines, and 
that the skills learned in the course are applicable 
to students after they have graduated. 

The Digital Archive student feedback form 
(see appendix C) was a four-question survey also 
administered during the last week of classes. Every 
student from both sections of the course regarded 
using the wiki as either easy or average in terms of 
difficulty. All students were in favor of creating an 
online publication as an outcome of their course-
work. Most students (86 percent) were accordingly 
comfortable having their coursework publically 
viewable on the Digital Archive. 

For the final feedback form question, the au-
thors asked, “What are your thoughts on using the 
Digital Archive in this course?” Students’ responses 
to the question fell within three distinguishable 
categories: enhancement of course content, ben-
efits of wiki organization, and achievement of 
publication and scholarship within a discipline. 
Students’ comments relating to enhancement of 
course content included the following: 

n “It [the Digital Archive] is a good way to get 
students actively involved in the course.”

n “It makes the coursework more involving . 
. . it’s a great tool. I hope that ULC-257 will 
someday be a prerequisite for all incoming 
students.” 

n “I think it’s a positive aspect to this course 
which has tied together the concepts we’ve 
been exploring this whole semester. I think it 
provides a level of interaction with classmates 
that is thoughtful and constructive.” 

Students’ comments relating to benefits of wiki 
organization included the following: 

n “I think it’s a great way to display student work. 
It is also a convenient place to organize every-
thing.” 

n “It is very helpful because it eliminates paper-
work, and makes it easier to save material!” 

n “I think it was an easy and convenient way of 
organizing our information.” 

Students’ comments relating to achievement 
of publication and scholarship within a discipline 
included the following: 
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n “It can help other students get a brief overview 

of my topic and also give others ideas to look 
up.” 

n “I think it was/is a wonderful [way] to show-
case your student work. Also it shows how 
much [students] improved in your course.” 

n “I like having a publication. This wiki was a 
good way to ease into producing more schol-
arly works. . . . I worked hard on it, I like other 
people learning from my research.” 

n “It will be nice to have a lasting piece of work 
at the conclusion of a class. Usually all the hard 
work (particularly a final paper) is graded and 
forever lost! It’s also a little nerve-wracking, 
but this can serve as motivation beyond a letter 
grade to do well.” 

n “While the ‘paper’ will still be the great aca-
demic judgment point, the wiki will be how 
the masses communicate important topics.” 

n “I couldn’t be more proud of myself. It makes 
research more fun.”

The authors also consulted university-admin-
istered course evaluations to obtain a sense of 
student experiences during the semester, with par-
ticular attention to the Digital Archive project. The 
scale of evaluation scores, or ratings, for course 
evaluation questions runs from 0 at the lowest to 
5.0 at the highest. For the purpose of this paper, 
there are three student-rated items addressed: (1) 
The various elements of this course combined well 
in helping me learn, e.g., assignments, texts, read-
ings, laboratory, course technology; (2) the class-
room technology helped me learn; (3) this course 
improved my analytical thinking, creativity, tech-
nical skill, or competence. For each of the three 
questions above, both sections of ULC-257 were 
rated higher than all combined undergraduate 
courses taught at UB. For question 1, the authors’ 
sections of the course received a combined rank-
ing of 4.5 compared to 4.1 for all other university 
courses. For question 2, the authors’ sections of 
the course received a combined ranking of 4.7 
compared to 4.0 for all other university courses. 
For question 3, the authors’ sections of the course 
received a combined ranking of 4.6 compared to 
4.0 for all other university courses. 

DiSCuSSion

The Effect of the Digital Archive
The use of the Digital Archive in ULC-257 was 
an overall success for the course itself, for the 
students, and for the instructors. For the course, 
there is now a permanent online showcase of 

students’ research projects that can be used to 
promote the educational role of the libraries. This 
sort of course-related outcome is encouraged by 
UB’s administration as part of its long-term un-
dergraduate initiatives. These initiatives emphasize 
the importance of undergraduate research, the cre-
ation of digital scholarship, and the development 
of student portfolios.

For the students, their feedback indicated that 
they had a positive experience working with the 
wiki. Learning and working with a new technol-
ogy helped to meet students where they are and 
to address their varied learning styles. Students 
who successfully completed the final project came 
away from the course with an online publication 
that they can cite on their résumés, in graduate 
school applications, or for their own personal 
gratification. 

For the instructors, the Digital Archive pro-
vided a unique opportunity for instructor–student 
collaboration, which builds upon the student–
student model presented in the literature. The 
tracking ability of the wiki allowed the instructors 
to more closely monitor students’ progress. The in-
structors were then able to dialogue with students 
about content and design expeditiously and on an 
ongoing basis. This dialogue was accomplished 
through e-mail and one-on-one meetings outside 
of class time.

The authors perceive that students’ Digital Ar-
chive projects were of a higher quality than those 
of previous semesters in which completed final 
projects were submitted as word-processed docu-
ments. In particular, students consulted a wider 
variety of information sources, they were more 
skilled at correctly identifying required types of 
sources, they used cited references to find supple-
mental materials about the subject matter, and 
they composed more professional annotations. 
Students’ feedback and instructors’ experience 
suggest that higher-quality final projects resulted 
from the modified course structure as well as the 
publically viewable nature of their work. Addition-
ally, the authors found that completed projects, 
based on the template provided, made for an easier 
grading process. 

Privacy
The publically viewable nature of students’ work 
may raise privacy concerns among librarians wish-
ing to embark on similar wiki projects. Although 
publically accessible coursework is not a tradition-
al undergraduate requirement, the authors assert 
that initiatives like this are a unique opportunity 
for students to showcase their scholarship in the 
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digital age. Students who are uncomfortable with 
others seeing their work are free to withhold their 
consent, and their work will be removed from 
the wiki after the grading period. Developing and 
presenting students’ final projects on the wiki until 
the end of the semester is deemed by the authors 
to be an important part of the coursework. 

Future Implications
The authors plan to implement changes to the 
Digital Archive and related coursework in future 
semesters. Given that students submitted their 
projects in an electronic format, there were in-
creased instances of academic dishonesty in the 
form of copying and pasting material. In particular, 
the authors found that a surprising number of stu-
dents copied citations both from the online library 
catalog and from database search results rather 
than crafting proper citations in the assigned style. 
As well, the authors were disappointed that a few 
students lifted text from database abstracts instead 
of creating original annotations. In the future, the 
authors will provide more instruction on what 
plagiarism is, how to avoid it, and the importance 
of citing sources properly. 

Rules for the organization and inclusion of 
students’ pages on the wiki will also change. Stu-
dents will be instructed that those who earn a letter 
grade of A on their final projects will have their 
pages featured in a showcase area of the Digital 
Archive. Other projects will remain indexed on 
the wiki. However, the authors will change the 
students’ written consent form to indicate that in-
complete projects or those that contain plagiarism 
will be removed.

Additional changes to be implemented include 
using the wiki itself to provide immediate feedback 
to students. Instructors will leave feedback and 
guidance directly on students’ wiki pages, using 
different font colors or other distinguishing fea-
tures, rather than sending out a separate e-mail 
message. One-on-one meetings will continue to 
be an important part of the instructor–student 
collaboration.

ConCLuSionS
Based on their experience with the Digital Archive 
and on their students’ feedback, the authors feel 
confident in stating that employing wiki technol-
ogy can be useful and effective in a credit library 
course. The success of this project has encour-
aged other ULC-257 instructors to incorporate 
it into their assigned coursework. The authors 
intend to continue growing the Digital Archive as 

a permanent showcase of students’ scholarly ac-
complishments.
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APPenDix A. PReTeST
Part 1: Information Competency
[For questions 1–7, please circle the letter for the correct answer.]

 1. Which of the information sources listed below would be most appropriate for answering the follow-
ing question: “What effects does the thinning of the ozone layer have on the environment?”

   a) Map
   b) Encyclopedia
   c) Directory
   d) Periodical index

 2. The most current published research on lead poisoning in children can be found in which of the 
following information sources:

   a) Book chapters
   b) Bibliographies
   c) Gazetteers
   d) Journal articles

 3. What are the basic concepts from the following question: “Is gender a factor in the rate of school 
violence?”

   a) Boys and Columbine Massacre
   b) Sex and peer pressure
   c) Sex and school violence
   d) Guns and schools

 4. The term “periodicals” refers to which of the following information sources:
   a) Books, magazines, and newspapers
   b) Journals, magazines, and websites
   c) Books, journals, and press releases
   d) Journals, magazines, and newspapers

 5. The online library catalog can be searched to find which of the following:
   a) Books and journal articles in the UB Libraries
   b) Book holdings for all major research universities
   c) Books and journal titles in the UB Libraries
   d) Books and journal articles published by UB professors

 6. Peer-reviewed journal articles about the “lekking” behavior of hummingbirds can be found in which 
of the following online information sources:

   a) Periodical databases
   b) Online library catalog
   c) Search engines
   d) Web directories

 7. Which of the following best describes the Internet?
   a) A super-computer that holds an ever-increasing amount of online information
   b)  A web of interconnected computers hosted by companies, universities, and governments 

worldwide
   c)  A network of networks, enabling communication between all computers that are connected 

worldwide
   d) A protocol for communication between servers worldwide
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[For questions 8–12, please mark an “X” next to the correct answer.]

 8. True or False: The World Wide Web and the Internet are the same thing.
   ___ True
   ___ False

 9. True or False: Most medical information found on the Internet is correct.
   ___ True
   ___ False

 10. True or False: It can be assumed that websites with addresses like www.whitehouse.org and www.
martinlutherking.org are reputable sources of information.

   ___ True
   ___ False

Part 2: Student Opinions

 11. Please offer your opinion . . . Instruction on how to become effective and efficient library users should 
be mandatory for all beginning students at UB.

   ___ True
   ___ False

 12. Please offer your opinion . . . With the advent of Web directories like Yahoo! and search engines like 
Google, libraries are becoming obsolete.

   ___ True
   ___ False

APPenDix B. PoSTTeST
[For questions 1–4, please circle the letter corresponding with the most appropriate answer.]

 1. Compare your library research skills today to what they were prior to completing ULC-257. How 
would you rate those skills?

   a) Worse than before
   b) No different than before
   c) A little better than before
   d) Much better than before

 2. Given what you have learned in ULC-257, which of the following best describes your current level 
of expertise in using the library to conduct research?

   a) Below average
   b) Average
   c) Slightly above average
   d) Advanced

 3. Which of the following best describes your current opinion of library research?
   a) There is less to it than I thought prior to taking this class
   b) There is more to it than I thought prior to taking this class
   c) It is exactly what I thought it was prior to taking this class
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 4. Which of the following best describes your opinion of how important academic libraries will be to 

students in the future?
   a) Not important
   b) Less important than today
   c) More important than today
   d) Very important

[For questions 5–10, please place an “X” next the most appropriate answer.]

 5. Since completing ULC-257, has your idea of conducting research in the library changed?
   ___ Yes
   ___ No

 6. Would you recommend ULC-257 to other students?
   ___ Yes
   ___ No

 7. Do you believe that ULC-257 would be a useful course for new or freshman students?
   ___ Yes
   ___ No

 8. Do you believe that ULC-257 can help to prepare students for their academic careers?
   ___ Yes
   ___ No

 9. Can the research skills learned in ULC-257 be applied to all different academic disciplines?
   ___ Yes
   ___ No

 10. Are the skills learned in ULC-257 applicable to students after they have graduated?
   ___ Yes
   ___ No

APPenDix C. DigiTAL ARCHiVe STuDenT FeeDBACk FoRm
Regarding ease of use, how would you rate this wiki? Easy, average, or difficult? Please circle one, and 
feel free to elaborate if you wish.

Your Digital Archive page is an official online publication at the University at Buffalo. Do you feel 
this is a useful outcome of your coursework? Yes or no? Please circle one, and feel free to elaborate if 
you wish.

Do you feel comfortable having your coursework publically viewable on the Digital Archive? Yes or 
no? Please circle one, and feel free to elaborate if you wish.

What are your thoughts on using the Digital Archive in this course? Please explain below.


